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SUMMARY

Experience in the manufacturing operations, ability to work efficiently within a team, competent 
at managing responsibilities in a fast-paced environment, good interpersonal skills, self-motivated 
and quick learner, strong problem solving and analytic skills, good technical & software skills.

SKILLS

Welding, Fabrication, Word, Powerpoint, Excel, Customer Service, Management.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Industrial Engineer Assistant 
ABC Corporation  October 2005 – July 2006 
 Led yearly review of budget routers to ensure accuracy for budget runtimes and setups.
 Performed weekly downtime analysis for weekly production review meetings with 

management.
 Data is used by different groups to identify and pursue projects.
 Led data collection team, role was to coordinate and ensure that all data was collected 

accurately and on schedule.
 Had to train individuals and effectively communicate all issues with all 3 shifts of production.
 Created and conducted a study to optimize a bottle packaging line using Excel and Line 

Balancing Techniques, recommended suggestions such as accumulation tables and speed 
increases.

 Conducted a study of the current downtime tracking process and identified the inaccuracies 
and potential impacts to the organization.

Industrial Engineer
ABC Corporation  2002 – 2005 
 Developed and implemented POS (Production Operating Standard) tracking system to assist 

the plant in becoming more efficient.
 Consulted with other engineers, process technicians, managers, maintenance, and quality 

personnel to solve product and quality problems.
 Directed weekly Throughput meetings to determine what activities were preventing the 

department from achieving their Throughput initiatives.
 Lead continuous improvement initiatives, performing time studies in cleaning area 

department, and the development of routing.
 Developed tooling for removing burn-in in 2.0L water opening which would have been 

considered scrap resulting in a 80% savings.
 Served on the Ergonomics committee and assisted in identifying and removing risk factors 

that contribute to low productivity due to poorly designed workstations.
 Reduced manpower in the Cleaning Department resulting in a 23% improvement through 

continuous improvements.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Supervision - (University of Southern Indiana - Evansville, IN)
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